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Abstract  

We identified the correlation between museums, gamification, and viewers based on the results of keyword correlation 

analysis, designing the museum gamification system. By applying gamification to the museum through big data CONCOR 

analysis, it was found that viewers had fun watching it through direct experiences and experiences. In this study, we propose 

a system that directly selects the story desired by the viewer and serves the game suitable for the theme of the museum they 

visited. In addition, the system proposed in this paper organized a story algorithm so that viewers can directly select the 

difficulty level based on the story and play personalized games. We collected existing museum information and designed to 

enable games of various stories suitable for the museum's theme, and based on this, it was applied to the museum 

gamification app. Moreover, in order to further enhance the immersion of museum viewing. We have been designed and 

applied based on Virtual Reality (VR). 
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1. Introduction 

The museum trend is changing what keywords are related to museums, gamifications, and viewers [1]. Based on 

this, the relationship between museums, gamification, and viewer keywords and the museum's strategic direction 

using gamification were derived. In addition, basic data are presented to expand the museum market by utilizing 

gamification. Based on this, I would like to propose a museum system using gamification through museum 

keywords using social media information. In this paper collects data using social media information, performs text 

mining, and matrix analysis for the relationship between museums and gamification.  The museum gamification 

system design is proposed based on the data analyzed by checking the correlation through big data CONCOR 

analysis, classifying groups. Combining story elements and gamification, a story algorithm is constructed to show 

the museum-related story topics to viewers so that they can enjoy the viewing. Taking advantage of the museum's 

unstructured environment and informal education, the goal is to develop it into a museum gamification system so 

that visitors can have fun and interest in visiting the museum and remain an impressive memory.  In addition, with 
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the development of the information technology (IT) tourism industry, the museum gamification system is formalized 

as an app and applied familiarly to viewers [2]. Therefore, viewers can check the basic information of the museum 

through the app and expect motivation from viewers through the app game [3]. In addition, it can be a way to 

increase the intention to revisit the museum by applying VR and greatly affecting the audience's interest and 

immersion. IN this paper from the existing museum gamification and proposes a museum story gamification that 

combines gamification with story elements. 

 

2. Related Work 

In the past, museums were preserved, displayed, and exhibited as a space for collecting relics, but unlike in the 

past, education and research are now serving as spaces and social education institutions [4]. Museums are also using 

gamification that can be expanded into the experience of visitors, away from the general method of preserving 

existing materials [5]. Among the various educational programs, the application of gamification in museum 

education mainly focuses on related contents such as fun, immersion, and satisfaction, which are the results of the 

process among the various elements of the game [6].  

From the original data, data containing museums, gamification, and education show that gamification technology 

will be used as an important role in the museum experience as one of the important skills to experience. However, 

it can be seen that most of the data related to research from academic information are still in the development stage. 

In addition, it can be seen that it is still insufficiently applied to domestic museum education. As such, it can be seen 

that gamification is closely related to museum education. CONCOR analysis is a method of finding a group with an 

appropriate level of similarity by repeatedly performing correlation analysis [7]. As a result of a comprehensive 

analysis, viewers prefer activities that can be experienced directly at the museum. In addition to further expanding 

the experience, it is also applying game elements to museum programs so that viewers can feel the fun and interest 

of viewing in museum education. Furthermore, we propose a museum gamification system to make it easier to 

understand and immerse history, culture, and relics through various contents by adding stories to the museum 

gamification. Coming Metaverse as a new digital trend, expectations are growing that the XR device industry, 

including VR and AR, will develop significantly overall. Metaverse technologies are being used in earnest in the 

entire cultural content industry, led by the game industry. In line with this, leading museums around the world are 

presenting various exhibitions using VR [8].  

 

3. Proposal System 

Figure 1 shows When the user downloads the app on the proposed system flowchart, the system shows the game 

screen and selects the terms and conditions and characters. When a user requests museum information on the game 

screen, the museum takes museum information to the system, combines the story information in the system, and 

shows the story related to the museum to the user, allowing the game to proceed by selecting the story. 
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Figure 1. propose system flower 

Figure 2 shows According to the system story algorithm, before starting a museum game, they agree to terms and 

conditions, select characters, and agree to terms and conditions for personal information and location. In character 

selection, name and character image are selected. Character selection helps to bond with games and reflect visitors' 

tendencies. Next, select and find the museum type yourself or search under the name of the museum. For example, 

search the National Hangeul Museum and select the desired story, such as adventure, reasoning, history, and brain, 

which are the story themes you want. In addition, viewer can choose the difficulty level yourself and enjoy the game 

according to yourself. If viewer choose to take an adventure in the story, there will be a brief plot titled "Go back to 

the Joseon Dynasty and find Hangul that has disappeared”. Viewer can directly select the difficulty by making the 

difficulty appear in a star shape. Finally, the game is selected to show a graphical museum map to make it easier for 

visitors to find the location of the exhibits. 

 

Figure 2. Story algorithm propose system 
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CoSpaces was used to apply VR to museum gamification apps. This shows the progress of the game by entering 

the museum and selecting a story when the viewer runs the app. The interface for the app to which VR is applied is 

shown in Figure 3. When a viewer selects a museum he or she visits, he or she can see the entrance door to the 

museum on the app and enters the museum. This interior was arranged to feel like a museum square so that there 

was no sense of distance from reality. This allowed viewers to increase their immersion. The theme consists of a 

total of four themes, with signs of adventure, reasoning, brain, and history written on each door. Among them, if 

you want a reasoning theme, choose the door with a reasoning sign. The mystery room was designated as an example 

of the Hangeul Museum. First, the mystery room was decorated with something related to the Hangeul Museum. It 

is a way to check the mission and find hints hidden throughout the room. It is a method of finding the last number 

and going to the password keyboard and writing the password in the order of the answer of question 1, answer of 

question 2, and number on the top of the dice. Finally, if you write down the password and press confirmation, the 

treasure box will open and the game will be finished. 
 

 

Figure 3. Museum interface adopting the VR 
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4. Comparison Analysis 

 

Table 1. Comparative analysis of other museum systems and proposal system 

Compare National Museum of Korea 

App 

Suwon Hwaseong 

Museum App 

This paper 

Purpose  Learning information that 
is dif f icult to understand in
 text through an experienti

al process 

 Augmented reality related
 to Suwon Hwaseong Mus
eum 

 Educational purpose as a
n educational app 

 Applying VR to immerse 
yourself  in the museum by
 applying gamif ication to 

make it interesting and fu
n 

Result  Wear artifacts directly thr
ough augmented reality 

 Experience the manufact
uring process 
 Reproduced in 3D to deli

ver image information f rom
 various perspectives 

 Visit the exhibits related 
to the process of  building 

Mars through a story-base
d mission 
 How to solve the mission 

 Collaborate with museum
s to provide information a

bout the museum 
 Combined with story ele
ments to show the story t

heme related to the muse
um, providing fun to viewi
ng 

 Suggest story gamif icatio
n 

Application 

examples 

 Utilize augmented reality 
technology 

 Experience museum artif
acts f irsthand 
 Provide information 

 How to solve quizzes, hi
storical stories and augme

nted reality games using y
our personal smartphone 
 Provide experiential learni

ng services 

 Apply gamif ication based 
on museum data 

 Providing various story t
hemes related to the mus
eum and applying VR 

Difference  Using augmented reality 
to provide not only visual 
viewing but also a direct e

xperience service 
 Learning information that 
is dif f icult to understand in

 text as explanatory inform
ation about relics through 
an experience process 

 Through augmented 
reality, visitors can directly 
view and experience virtual 

artifacts 

 Gives a story to the mis
sion as a whole 
 Experience content in var

ious game formats for eac
h exhibit to solve missions
 like characters. 

 Check the progress of  ot
her f riends through progre
ss  

 Check the reviews of  oth
er f riends through ‘Like’ 
 Consists of  missions, sto

ries, quizzes and augment
ed reality games 

 Provides information on 
all museums 
 Select a story theme tha

t suits the museum accord
ing to the taste of  the vie
wer 

 Choose a story and dif f i
culty level that suits you f
or easy understanding 

 Consists of  museums, ex
hibitions and art galleries 
 The theme of  the viewin

g story consists of  advent
ure, reasoning, brain, and 
history. 

 Applying VR to provide s
ervices to make viewing 
more immersive 

System 

provided 

 Provide various visual im

age information services a
nd experience opportunitie
s by reproducing with aug

mented reality [9]. 

 Provide mission story [1

0]. 

 

 Provides various story th

emes depending on the m
useum 
 Providing various experie

nce services by applying 
VR 
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5. Conclusion 

Through keyword analysis, it can be seen from the original text data that viewers prefer to experience and 

experience in museums. In addition, it can be seen that applying game elements helps viewers feel fun and interested 

and have more diverse experiences. Through these research results, useful information was provided by suggesting 

that museums and gamification are highly related. It was concluded that the introduction of museum education using 

gamification, which can lead to changes in museums, was effective in terms of viewer immersion. In this study, We 

proposed a museum gamification system using story elements. The proposed system was combined with story 

elements based on existing gamification. The museum gamification proposed in this paper provides fun elements 

to visitors and helps them remain impressively memorable. Among them, story elements are added to gamification 

to provide personalized game services so that you can play games with what you want. As such, existing apps have 

limitations in immersing viewers, so they can experience various experiences while feeling fun and interest through 

VR. While interacting with viewers so that they can actively watch, we intend to actively engage viewers and deliver 

them so that they can experience while enjoying exhibition content and information. It also induces fun and interest 

so that viewers can actively immerse themselves in watching by providing them with experiences they actually 

experience. Rather than being bound by showing the time when the museum's space, relics, and relics existed, VR 

applications can be applied to endless content planning by applying game elements, such as talking or experiencing 

characters from that era, such as prehistoric and Joseon. Accordingly, it is believed that the introduction of a museum 

system using gamification can have a positive effect on viewers. 
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